The meeting was called to order by Board President Pete Schmidt at 7:00 p.m. at Scarborough Flair.

**Board Members**

--Present: Chair Pete Schmidt, Secretary (and Livability/Crime Prevention, pro tem) Valerie Curry, Treasurer Dana McCray, Traffic/Transportation Tina Scarborough, Parks/Park Patrol Jane Roffey-Berry, Beautification Kyle Ziegler; Communications/Publicity Darren Reed; Welcome New Neighbors Bonnie Scott;

--Absent: Events Planning Robin Reed; Livability/Crime Prevention Sue Wade; Land Use Planning Penelope Sanders [Vice Chairman position: vacant]

**Visitor - Zoning Protection in Argay**

Homeowner Walt Bohnstedt attended 4/19/05 Argay Board meeting with following issue: When they moved to Argay in 1964, they could not run a business from their home. His neighbor has converted her garage into a beauty salon; has put a neon sign in her window which is very objectionable. When will someone convert a garage and start repairing cars? This is a residential neighborhood, he said, and he will talk to City about tightening the code for a residential neighborhood. Mr. Bohnstedt was invited to attend 5/17 general meeting.

**Curb extensions/speed bumps**

We’re still in the dark re the fast-changing details of curb extensions. When details are firm, notice should go into David Ashton’s East County newspaper, as well as Argay’s newsletter.

Another accident on Shaver between 135th-136th, two cars, two men, considerable damage to one vehicle. Q: was this because of lack of stop signs at a cul de sac? It was noted many cul de sacs have no stop sign, meaning vehicles coming out of cul de sacs onto “main road” have right-of-way if they’re on main-road driver’s right. This creates dangerous situation because many drivers unaware of this, many near-accidents because of this.

Tina has heard nothing further re speed bumps. Eileen who works in Traffic Calming said they are behind, so letter they were to prepare showing findings and status of Shaver in terms of speed bump issue hasn’t gone out. Will Stevens hasn’t yet returned Tina’s call.

**Crosswalk at Argay Park**

Kyle Ziegler made a motion that ANA work to establish a crosswalk at the Argay Park location, seconded by Jane Roffey-Berry. Darren Reed opposed, all others voted yes, motion passed. Pete will write Stevens asking for verification that Argay is officially on the speed bump request list, noting community should not have to pay for a public safety device, and asking for clarification re speed bump requirement. Pete will also follow up with Penelope to explore further the possibility of grants.

**Traffic Light at 141st & Sandy Blvd.**

Tina reported re subject of traffic light at 141st & Sandy; Eileen in Will Stevens office says four of the eight warrants (including traffic volume) met the criteria for some kind of signal, but they can’t do anything because it’s a State highway, and ODOT is in charge. They have sent their findings to ODOT and a copy of those findings will be sent to Tina.

**Events Planning: May 21 Clean-up Day**

Pete read e-mail from EPNO asking questions re what we were charging this year: pick-up loads $18, cars $9.

**Parks/Parks Patrol**

(Jane Roffey-Berry’s e-mail is out of order.) Park Patrol training starts May 26. Restarted the Adopt a Park, and some planting has been done. Jane trying to get City to say specifically what
Park Patrol is supposed to report re graffiti, etc.

**Beautification**

*Sign Toppers* - Kyle reported sign toppers will be installed in next two weeks. Kyle will e-mail to Darren blip for newsletter inviting people to adopt a sign for $75.

**HUD Housing in Neighborhood**

A house in her immediate area is being redone by HUD and is a big mess.

**Welcome Committee**

Bonnie has visited two new homeowners. Neither was home, but she left a welcome packet.

**Publicity/Newsletter**

Newsletter will go out by the 1st via direct mail. Pete commented that would cost $1,000. Darren will compare Tim Curran price vs. bulk mail.

**Livability/Crime Prevention - May 10 Tweakers Forum**

Valerie noted the rumor mill was overactive and inaccurate: David Ashton had nothing to do with May 10 forum date selection, which conflicts with Tim Curran’s award ceremony. Glenn Taylor (completely unaware of May 10 award ceremony) was required to choose May 10 for Tweakers Forum when other two preferred dates weren't available to David Douglas High School. Others at EPNO were also unaware of award ceremony. May peace descend on the valley.

**Treasurer's Report**

Treasury has $2,300.

Respectfully submitted,

Valerie Curry, Secretary